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Facial Recognition for Casinos 

Intelligent Surveillance Solutions



ABT Security Systems implement the world’s leading Facial Recognition security systems . Features include real-time video 
surveillance and alerting, o�-line video face search and high volume photo face search. It can be easily integrated with your 
existing security systems.

Core Bene�ts

REDUCED CORPORATE RISK

IMPROVED PUBLIC SAFETY

ENHANCED PATRON EXPERIENCE

DRIVE INCREASED REVENUE/REDUCE COSTS

On-Premise Facial Recognition 

Suitable for data-sensitive businesses which need to run Facial Recognition while remaining fully compliant with 
privacy laws and regulations.

100% control of your data privacy and security by running on your local servers, On-Premise solution is the ultimate 
in privacy solution by keeping critical data in-house. 

Integrate with your current CCTV/VMS/Smartgate System to speed up your FR process and reduce cost.

Highly �exible, with easy options to upgrade, control concurrency, monitoring usage, tra�c and 
performance optimization.

Features and Bene�ts

Unobtrusive and requires no operator interaction.

Highly scalable and extendable.

Easy integration with existing business processes.

Strong positive identi�cation of partial faces( eg. 
face maskes).

Real-time video surveillance against watch lists.

Generates immediate alerts to address security 
threats.

Flexible licensing model.

Highly resilient to varying environmental condi-
tions.
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Generate real-time alerts using highly 
accurate facial recognition technology.

At busy times, when tra�c �ow is hectic, guest list management can be a major 
challenge for entertainment venues. Unlike ID scanners, Facial Recognition Security 
Systems are unobtrusive. They do not take any personal data and require no interac-
tion with patrons, but generate instant alerts against watch lists to ensure the safety 
of the property and patrons.

ABT’s Facial Recognition solutions are speci�cally designed to integrate with 
existing surveillance systems and match against ‘watch list’ of individuals. When the 
system identi�es an individual of interest from the ‘watch list,’ it raises an alert, so that 
appropriate actions can be taken rapidly.

High value Gaming Members.

VIP Members.

Guest demographics (age, gender, etc.).

Directors and Sta�.

Contractors, Suppliers, Competitors.

It tracks subjects’ behaviour and identi�es:

Self-excluded

Criminal or Persons of Interest.

Excluded, barred, suspended, suspicious, 
undesirable, banned persons as they enter 
the Venue, or monitored locations within 
the Venue.

Inappropriate (eg. age).

Members/Guests on a RSA list.
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Intelligent Surveillance Solutions

For more information, please contact: 

ABT Security Systems

Level 1, 37 Epping Rd, Macquarie Park, 
NSW 2113

 +61 2 9878 7111

security@abtsecuritysystems.com.au

www.abtsecuritysystems.com.au

master licence no. 410271268 

ABT Security Systems supply and manage highly integrated Access Management, Security Systems and 
Surveillance solutions for the Corporate, Gaming, Hospitality, Retail, Warehousing, Pharmaceutical and 
Transport sectors across Australia. We are specialists in Access 
Management, Biometric Facial Recognition, Surveillance and Alarms.

Facial Recognition Solutions for 

Retail Casinos Major Event Venues ClubsBuildings


